„Labor Market Institutions Matter: But How Do They Change Economic Behavior?“

When? Friday, 17:00-20:00
Where? Universitätsstr. 5
Target group: Bachelor, Diploma and Master students
Credit points: 4 credit points in Econometrics
Exam at the end of the course

Main book for the course:


11.11.2011: Labor Market Institutions in the Crisis in Germany and Spain


13.1.2012: Unions and collective bargaining


27.1.2012: Payroll taxes, negative income tax, in-work benefits


3.2.2012: Working Hours


Burda, Michael C. and Daniel S. Hamermesh and Philippe Weil (2008): The Distribution of Total Work in the EU and USA, in: Boeri, Tito and Michael C. Burda and Francis Kramarz, Are Europeans lazy? Or are Americans Crazy, Oxford University Press, 12-100.

10.2.2012: Family Policies